
 

 
Deluxe all-rounder 
Tough, comfortable and safe — the sporty-looking uvex hlmt 600 visor is a first-
rate hardshell visor helmet for all-mountain action. It’s equipped with a 

Litemirror visor with anti-fog coating for superior vision and an active 
ventilation system for maximum internal wear comfort.  

 
What makes the perfect visor helmet? That’s exactly the question that the designers 

at uvex asked themselves when developing the uvex hlmt 600 visor. In addition to 

optimum fit and comfort features like an active ventilation system, it’s safety that is 

paramount here. That’s why uvex has combined an unbreakable Litemirror mirrored 

visor with a robust hardshell to make the uvex hlmt 600 visor. 

 

Hard on the outside, soft on the inside  

The uvex hlmt 600 visor has a hard exterior shell and a protective, shock-absorbing 

EPS inner shell for superior insulation. Using this construction method enables uvex 

to integrate an active ventilation system. Air flows through individually adjustable vents 

in the outer shell and makes its way through deeper set channels within the inner shell, 

creating a balanced inner climate throughout the helmet. As you’d expect from uvex, 

the wear comfort and vision are first-rate. Simply put it on, adjust the fit via the 3D IAS 

system, and you’re off. With a Litemirror mirrored visor and anti-fog coating, this 

helmet guarantees draught free, mist free vision and an extra wide field of vision. It’s 

also available as a uvex hlmt 600 visor V model with a uvex variomatic® visor that 

automatically adapts the lens tint for all weather and visibility conditions. 

RRP uvex hlmt 600 visor: EUR 259.95   

RRP uvex hlmt 600 visor V: EUR 349.95 

 
 
 



 

About the uvex group 
The uvex group brings together three international companies under one roof: the uvex 

safety group, the uvex sports group (uvex sports and ALPINA) and Filtral. The uvex 

group is represented in 22 countries by 48 subsidiaries but opts to locate most of its 

manufacturing in Germany. Two thirds of the company's 2,800-strong workforce (as of 

December 2018) are employed in Germany. As an outfitter for numerous top athletes, 

uvex acts as a global partner for international competitive sports. It views its mission 

statement of “protecting people” as its mandate and duty. To this end, uvex develops, 

manufactures and distributes products and services for the protection of people at 

work, sport and leisure. 

 

 

 

 

 
For more information  

and for text and image downloads go to 
www.uvex-sports.com/presse 
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